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Q1

Please provide the following information

Award Contact Name Sydney Freeman

Company ADT

Email Address sydneyfreeman@adt.com

Phone Number 5614660910

Q2

Which Monitoring Center of the Year category are you
entering?

Enterprise (40,001 subscribers or more)

Q3

Is your organization Five Diamond certified? (15%)
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What is your certification date?:

October 2014
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Q4

TRAINING AND EDUCATION - Please provide detailed information on your new hire and on-going training programs.
Please specifically address content, testing, evaluation/analysis, and methodology. Share the qualifications and training
for your trainers. Define additional training modules and target skill sets. Explain how you determine and address training
and knowledge gaps over time. Describe how training programs are allocated and include any incentive programs that
you have implemented around training. (10%)

In 2021, ADT trained a total of 2,786 employees, 825 of which were just for our Monitoring teams. This totaled 475,840 hours (118,960 
for Monitoring) of training development. Trained employees include 1,990 new hires and 796 existing employees.

Curriculum Content

The training curriculum for ADT monitoring centers currently includes a blended learning approach of instructor led content, learner-led 
modules, and live training sessions in small and large targeted groups based on TMA Five Diamond principles, with behavioral 
simulation-based knowledge checks to prove each employee is customer ready for a live or false event. This is followed by a 
monitored transition to on-the-job training with live and chat support until employees are ready to work independently. The purpose is to 
provide new team members with the necessary technical and soft skills to perform their jobs while also receiving targeted coaching 
that improves customer experience.

Sensitivity & Resiliency Training

ADT is inclusive and ADA compliant, caring for alarm signals and support for hearing-impaired customers using TDD devices. ADT 
also proudly serves our customers suffering with visual, physical, and mental impairments by delivering comprehensive sensitivity 
training for our employees. This curriculum includes understanding sensory changes, appropriate communication techniques, and 
exhibiting patience. The curriculum also demonstrates what it is like for customers with imparities such as: vision, dexterity, depth 
perception, memory loss, confusion, hearing, and depression. The result is our employees displaying strong sympathy and empathy to 
understand our customers’ needs.

Story on sensitivity training: https://news.adt.com/news-releases/news-release-details/special-training-equips-adt-health-agents-
empathy

With the launch of Safe by ADT, ADT’s mobile safety technology platform, our employees began having more direct interactions with 
customers who were actively dealing with traumatic events. We saw the impact that these intense interactions had on our employees 
and as a result, developed resiliency training that focuses on their physical, mental, and emotional well-being after assisting customers
in these scenarios. In this training, we deep-dive into compassion fatigue and burnout, secondary versus vicarious trauma, coping 
skills, and self-care for the employees and leaders supporting our front line.

Testing & Certification

Each team member certifies by taking a series of written and practical application learning checks throughout the course, culminating 
in the newest professionals being certified to handle alarms by the state in which the monitoring center is located as well as other 
jurisdictions like Oregon where there is no reciprocity. ADT also provides recurring training on a wide variety of subjects including new 
products such as Google, Safe by ADT, and professional development.

Methodology

ADT trainers deploy multiple methods in their curriculum, including Virtual Led Training, Instructor Led Training, and Learner Led (video 
and self-paced training in the learning management system). The delivery is a mixture of instructor-led, LMS, demonstrations, hands-
on with real-world applications, skill-based practice, and video. As a part of the learning journey, ADT uses audio, video, and virtual 
class demonstrations with mock homes to reinforce the training. Additionally, trainers issue weekly bulletins to monitoring center 
employees with updates on processes and new products and services. The company also has a comprehensive coaching and 
mentoring program ADT believes people at all levels want to be coached want to learn and want to advance their skills
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mentoring program. ADT believes people at all levels want to be coached, want to learn, and want to advance their skills.

ADT has launched our blended training that includes learner-led training as of January 2021 for monitoring. New hires spend 4 weeks in 
a virtual live classroom learning all things monitoring and preparing to take customer calls. 
COVID-19 Protocols

ADT’s mission is to help keep people safe, and that includes our employees. During the pandemic, to enforce social distancing and 
safe work practices, ADT has shipped equipment to employees to work from home, trained new hires virtually, and opened hiring 
nationally within our footprint.

Evaluation & Analysis

New hires must prove their abilities by passing a skill assessment of 80% or higher in the LMS, displaying practical application 
demonstration with the training coach to prove capability, and call listening and certification to move to graduate. Once the curriculum 
is mastered, employees continue into the onboarding program where each team member is assigned an onboarding coach that 
supports them during on-the-job training. This is then followed by an additional four weeks of on-the-job training in a controlled 
environment, taking real customer calls with extra support. 
Team members do not graduate from on-the-job training until they reach proficiency in process compliance and meet qualitative and 
quantitative benchmarks. ADT believes trainees are ready for work after learning how alarm systems function, how to handle alarm 
signals from a customer, how to operate our Pulse and Command platforms, how to perform troubleshooting techniques and how to 
assist customers with general questions. 
Once new hires graduate from on-the-job training, they move to their destination manager. Continuing education is provided to all 
monitoring center employees. Also, leaders regularly engage in succession planning, career development, mentoring, and talent 
planning with employees.
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Q5

DISASTER RECOVERY - Please explain your center’s disaster recovery solution. Provide details relevant to its scope,
how you train to the plan and how/when you test the plan. (Note: It is acceptable to submit a copy of the outline page of
your plan.) (10%)

ADT’s Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery Plan will be sent as an additional attachment. 

ADT is in the quick response business and those skills transfer seamlessly when it comes to disaster situations and continuing to 
keep customers and employees safe. ADT operates its six monitoring centers on a fully redundant platform with a virtualized alarm-
queueing system. Alarms are received simultaneously at multiple locations and distributed to highly trained operators regardless of 
location. 

The key aim of ADT’s Business Continuity Program is to proactively assist in preventing, where possible, events which disrupt the 
organization’s critical services. Subsequently, ADT’s BCMP provides a framework for identifying and prioritizing the organization’s 
services, minimizing the risk of exposure to internal and external threats, and ensuring procedures are in place to facilitate effective 
response to multiple threat types that can impact the business including but not limited to natural disasters, cyber-attacks/data 
breaches, and pandemics.

Secondarily but equally important, the program is designed to minimize the potential impact of any unavoidable disruption by 
containing it to a predictable and pre-determined acceptable period of time, and to have tested procedures in place to respond and 
recover from events.

Business Continuity Management preparedness include the following areas:
• Vulnerability, Risk & Business Impact Analysis (BIA)
• Disaster Recovery/IT/RTO-RPO
• Mitigation Strategy Planning (BCP)
• Company Incident Response Tiers 
• Crisis Management and Incident Response with established Teams and Roles (CMP)
• Testing and Exercising
• ISO 22301 Business Continuity Management Program Standards (Compliance)

ADT conducts several DR exercises per year, each focused on different families of applications supporting different areas of ADT’s 
diverse business. ADT’s most critical set of applications (Life Safety) that support underlying alarms and signals are excluded from 
these exercises as these applications are synchronized across multiple data centers and are regularly switched to run from one 
location to another. Additionally, because the data centers are geographically dispersed, it is unlikely a single disaster incident 
impacting both locations. Backup of the data is performed regularly, which is secured and stored in two different geographic locations. 
 
After any exercise or test, a lesson learned/debrief is hosted and documented. The exercise type, plan test objectives, action items, 
as well as success and/or failure results are documented, tracked, and reported to the BCMO. Any changes to the plan are completed 
during plan maintenance or completed immediately if required.
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Q6

USE OF TECHNOLOGY - Explain how technology is used to support business intelligence for monitoring operations;
customer support; training; sales and marketing; HR; accounting; and, end users/subscribers. (10%)

ADT arguably supports the widest variety of business lines and technology in the security industry and is constantly leveraging 
technology to deliver improved and innovative services.   From Enterprise, National Account, Small Business, and Commercial 
customers to Residential, Dealers, DIY, and mobile, they all share the common thread of monitoring.

To support monitoring operations, ADT currently utilizes cellular, IP, XML, AES, DVACS and elevator phones as alternate means of 
signal reception. The company also uses technology such as monitoring center-based access control, two-way voice monitoring and 
live conversations with operators, monitoring center-based video services, remote monitoring with mobile services, email alerts and 
text messages, and ASAP to PSAP. 

ADT is leading the way for new monitoring standards and processes. For example, ADT is FirstNet’s first security company to 
leverage the private network for emergency response during catastrophes. ADT is spearheading new integrations with NG911 and 
driving greater accessibility to professional monitoring than ever before with mobile security and integration with voice home hubs.

ADT was awarded the Marvel Award this year for our mobile safety solution. It is available in two ways: direct to customers through 
the SoSecure by ADT app and through partners that use the Safe by ADT platform to provide ADT’s safety and peace of mind to their 
customers through a native app experience. With both solutions, the same 24/7 ADT professional monitoring and emergency response 
that people have trusted in their homes and businesses for 147 years is available to users in the palm of their hand, virtually wherever 
they are.

SoSecure by ADT is an iOS and Android safety app that puts the trusted protection of ADT in the palm of your hand for peace of mind 
while on the go. Designed for the safety-conscious individual who also values independence, convenience, and adventure, SoSecure 
gives customers access to ADT’s 24/7 professional monitoring and emergency response with a simple swipe, tap, or voice command 
on their mobile phone. GPS location, personally identifiable details, and any available contextual data is shared with emergency 
responders unless the user indicates (with authentication) that the request was an accident.

ADT uses a combination of transactional customer surveys, speech analytics and the business intelligence team’s internal analysis to 
surface insights that inform strategy as well as actionable insights for inbound performance management and coaching.

Examples include: 

• Alarm Messenger/SMART Alerts – outlined in #4
• Virtual Technicians/Service – greatly improved service response and highest NPS satisfaction ratings of any recent program
• SalesForce – ADT is deploying Salesforce to centrally manage customer contacts and billing
• ADT+ / MyADT / E-Suite + Apps – ADT has a regular series of releases providing enhanced services for customers
• Deployment of MAS receive VR cloud message brokers/receivers 
• Use of Nuance/NICE analytics to categorize call sentiment and proactively identify areas for improvement
• Leveraging the partnership with Google to deploy cloud services
• SoSecure Capabilities:

Discreet Chat: Discreetly connect with an ADT monitoring agent 24/7 via SMS to request help and/or relay information such as the 
type of first responder support required

Voice Activation*: You can set up a secret code word or phrase that the app will recognize and call for help (even while in locked 
mode). This allows users to alert authorities without an attacker knowing.

Video*: You can communicate via video with an ADT agent virtually. They’ll send help if needed and provide the video as evidence to 
authorities if requested.
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TrackMe (Activity Tracking)*: Set a timer for any activity and invite ADT to track you via GPS. If you don’t stop the timer and we can’t 
confirm you’re safe, we’ll alert 911 and your Guardians.

Crash Detection**: If we detect that you’re in an accident, ADT will automatically check on you and quickly send help to your location 
if needed.

Roadside Assistance**: Flat tire? Dead car battery? No problem. Quickly request roadside assistance via the app and be on your way. 
Services Provided by Cross Country Motor Club

*Available with a subscription to SoSecure Plus and Premium
**Available with a subscription to SoSecure Premium

Location Sharing: Invite family and friends into private groups, see each other’s location, save your favorite spots on your map, get 
alerts when someone arrives or leaves, and generally check in with each other so you know you’re all safe.

Professional Monitoring Expertise: Fast, reliable response in an emergency when every second counts, it is enabled by ADT’s tenured 
monitoring agents and relationship with 911 centers, as well as contextual information and personal identification details that the user 
provides

GPS Coordination: When a user triggers an alert through SoSecure, the app gains access to the user’s GPS coordinates (something 
not all 911 centers are set up to receive) to best determine where they are located

Emergency Contact Notification: SoSecure enables users to include emergency contact information, so family and friends can be 
alerted in case of an emergency
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Q7

FALSE DISPATCH PROCEDURES/REDUCING FALSE ALARMS - Explain standard alarm procedures and how your
monitoring center uses technology to reduce false dispatches.  Outline your approach for identifying offenders and
corresponding remediation. If applicable, identify any training programs that you have developed for key stakeholders,
inclusive of employees, end users, or others. (10%)

For years, ADT has led the industry by pioneering processes to help reduce false alarm dispatches. This is evidenced by investment 
in new technologies, creating best practices to verify alarms, educating customers and working with public safety partners and industry
groups like SIAC, ESA and TMA. More than ever before, ADT and the security industry have information available to better understand
alarm activity. Programs to analyze data, create scorecards and develop improvements are part of our regular routine. 

ADT SMART Monitoring

ADT SMART Monitoring, System Monitoring and Response Technology, has allowed ADT to move away from the traditional alarm 
workflow, which required the need for phone calls both in and out of the center to customers and 911, to an enhanced workflow 
including electronic alarm delivery, resulting in faster, higher quality response. 
 
ADT SMART Monitoring ingests signals from multiple data sources on the edge (smart home devices, IoT, cameras, smoke and CO 
detectors, etc.) into an end-to-end encrypted workflow. All data ingested by SMART Monitoring is stored in an ADT patented Data 
Lockbox per UL 827 standards. ADT transforms the signals, adding analytics, alarm scores, ML/AI, and securely delivers alarm event 
data to monitoring agents, the end users, and Public Safety. 
 
ADT Alarm Messenger

ADT Alarm Messenger (formerly known as Signal Chat) is leading the company’s false alarm reduction efforts. With 3.5 million users 
currently using the platform, in 2021 ADT saw a 54% reduction in false alarms for Alarm Messenger users. 
 
Alarm Messenger is an alarm event notification service for ADT customers. Upon activation of an alarm, the customer, and members 
of their emergency contact list, receive a text from ADT with a link to a secure portal that works on all smartphone types. From the 
Alarm Messenger portal, customers can see there has been an alarm event and the location of the alarm, as well as chat with other 
contacts, cancel the alarm, or request police. 

If an end user chooses to cancel, the alarm does not go to the agent and therefore will not be falsely dispatched. Because of ADT 
SMART Monitoring’s Alarm Messenger service, ADT provided the opportunity for end users to cancel over 1.4 million alarms in 2021 
without the need for agent access. 

If an end user chooses to Request Police, the signal immediately goes to the ADT center as a verified alarm and is dispatched via the 
NG911 electronic alarm delivery service directly to Public Safety (if available), without the need for a phone call. 

During an emergency, ADT’s Alarm Messenger platform opens lines of communication simultaneously with a customer’s contact list 
enabling multiple people to review, cancel, or confirm an alarm. ADT’s electronic alarm signal delivery into 911 centers means faster 
notification, better accuracy and no operator delay during peak times for both ADT and 911 agents. Advanced analytics and device 
data from ADT helps ensure a prioritized emergency response, helping save lives and protect property.
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Q8

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - Detail how you help employees engage in community activities and causes. (10%)

Community engagement is a high priority for ADT. Employee-directed volunteerism and philanthropy come to life through the 
company’s beloved program, “Always Cares.”  Giving is especially important in cities like Wichita, Jacksonville, Rochester, Knoxville, 
and Dallas, where ADT operates monitoring centers and has hundreds of employees in each location. 

In 2021, ADT Always Cares contributed over $800,000 to more than 100 non-profit organizations which touched the lives of millions of 
people. In each market, monitoring center employees chose which charities to support. For instance, in 2021, Jacksonville team 
members decided to gift $25,000 to the following organizations: K-9 for Warriors; Children’s Home Society; Feeding Northeast Florida, 
and Ronald McDonald House. In Wichita, monitoring center employees chose Child Advocacy Center of Sedgwick County, Step Stone,
Kansas Children’s Service League, Wichita Children’s Home, and Kansas Food Bank. In many instances, employees visited each 
location to tour the facility, learn about the charity’s mission, and take part in photos of the check presentation. 

Through its Business Employee Resource Groups (BERGs), ADT provides funding and support to a variety of causes ranging from 
mental wellness to working with military veterans. In partnership with the United Negro College Fund, we also announced the awarding 
of $250,000 to support four-year scholarships for five students who will also be given mentoring by ADT leaders and provided an 
internship in their junior year of college.

At ADT, we firmly believe that engaging with community partners is the right thing to do. It also makes good business sense. We find 
that it is easier to recruit employees when they know we foster community engagement and provide volunteer opportunities. As for 
current employees, they take great pride knowing their company supports non-profits where they live and work. As a result, they are 
more likely to remain ADT employees versus leaving the company.
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Q9

METRICS - Identify KPIs and frequency of reporting. Explain how these reports are used to manage day-to-day
operations. (10%)

At ADT, every interaction is measured with the focus on creating great customer experiences true to ADT’s standards. At a company 
level, ADT looks at each touchpoint to ensure alarm acknowledgement targets, customer satisfaction, length of interactions, transfer 
rates and agent productivity are all being met. ADT not only measures averages but looks at results from a customer point-of-view to 
validate the company is meeting the standards and expectations of customers, leveraging multiple platforms and tools that provide 
insights to customer sentiment and behaviors. ADT measures longest call waiting and longest alarm waiting at the interval level to 
create urgency in meeting our speed to answer targets.
 
Core Metrics of our Monitoring Centers:
1. Alarm Acknowledgement – Managed in real-time / Reported every half hour interval 24/7
2. Customer Satisfaction – Daily Reporting on Voice of the Customer leveraging Medallia Platform
3. Productivity – Using tools such as RTA, Aspect, and Avaya productivity is managed and measured in real time
4. Reliability – Hourly reporting sent out to our Monitoring leaders tracking agents' attendance and schedule adherence
5. Service Level – Managed in real-time / Reported every half hour interval 24/7 
 
Agent-level scorecards – Monitoring representatives, as well as leaders throughout the organization, can see their individual and team 
performance daily in our Performance Management System. Monitoring representatives are measured on customer-facing metrics, 
which includes Customer Satisfaction (customer surveys), Productivity (weighted activities per hour), Transfer Rate (calls transferred), 
and Compliance (dispatch and process accuracy), on a five-star scale and can view their performance on a personal dashboard.  
Performance is reviewed in weekly 1:1 coaching sessions, Team Meetings, and during their Monthly Performance Review.  
Individualized game plans are developed each month and reviewed weekly during 1:1’s with their Team Coach.

#1 focus is on protecting people - At ADT, we always highlight the important job that our monitoring team does by sharing life and 
property saving stories in huddles, meetings, and company communications.  We focus on how fast and accurately we respond to the 
needs of our customers but just as importantly we review and measure every customer interaction.  We do this to set a high standard 
of customer satisfaction using tools such as Medallia, NICE, and Nexidia to provide insights on customer sentiment and the 
experience our team-members are providing.  We utilize after-alarm and after-call surveys to gather customer feedback, Customer 
Satisfaction is the highest weighted KPI on both agent and leader scorecards.
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Q10

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION - Explain your center’s approach for recognizing employee excellence in areas of
productivity, Q/A scores, attendance, etc. Provide information on any employee referral programs and retention bonus
programs. (5%)

In its tenth year, the ADT LifeSaver Award is highly revered among ADT monitoring center employees. It is bestowed on agents who 
help save the lives of ADT customers from fires, carbon monoxide poisonings, or medical emergencies. Often, it is the phone call from
an ADT agent in the middle of the night which wakes up customers, informs them of the emergency, and advises them to get out until 
responders arrive. As part of the award event, the employee travels to the customer’s home and meets them in person. These 
powerful reunions between customers and the monitoring center employees are typically quite emotional and always attract local news 
coverage. ADT also produces a LifeSaver video for each event that is posted on YouTube, ADT’s website, and social media. Here is 
one of many LifeSaver videos produced in 2021, showcasing a Rochester monitoring center employee who helped save a Missouri 
family from a potentially deadly fire: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ifm4b4Lo4x4

Additionally, LifeSaver videos are shared internally at town hall events and other company-sponsored activities to remind employees of 
their emotional connection with customers. In 2021, ADT conducted 12 LifeSaver celebrations across America, awarded ADT’s highest
honor to 45 employees and provided $150,000 in grants to the fire and police departments that responded. 

In addition to the LifeSaver Award, ADT hosts an annual event to recognize the “best of the best” of monitoring center employees. 
Selected employees are given an ADT Circle of Excellence award for their top performance and pick an incentive, ranging from high-
quality gifts to a travel adventure.

The ADT Hero Award is presented to a team member who exhibits courage, either on or off the job, in helping an individual in distress. 
In 2021, five employees were given Hero Awards. Examples of previous recognitions include an ADT employee rescuing a skater who 
fell through a frozen lake and an employee who performed the Heimlich maneuver on a customer who was choking.

ADT presents service awards to employees celebrating significant work anniversaries.  There’s also on-the-spot recognition like ADT 
Blue Bucks and Royal Blue Awards, where employees nominate a peer who has demonstrated excellent customer service, inside and 
outside of ADT. ADT believes these programs, in addition to many others, help motivate and retain team members.

Q11

QUALITY OF RECORDS (Alarm history, recordings, etc.) - Detail your center’s records retention process, including its
approach for alarm history and phone calls. Explain how you use history to evaluate current challenges, productivity, and
effectiveness. Lastly, how is history used to understand current business, customers, and employees? (5%)

It is ADT’s Policy to retain accurate and complete records that comply with legal and regulatory recordkeeping requirements. Our 
Business Intelligence team delivers high quality data insights that assist in making data driven decisions that maintain our high-quality 
customer experience and industry leading alarm response times. 

ADT’s Workforce Management Team maintains approximately 9 years of data to evaluate arrival and seasonal patterns. This rich data 
history allows us to create accurate forecasts within +/- 5% of our daily totals along with matching our staffing to our customer 
demands. They leverage several enabling technologies to help develop analysis to improve the customer experience:

• Aspect Workforce Management for forecasting activity and scheduling agents 
• Tableau for data visualization and correlations
• Nice analytics to analyze customer interactions
• Data Warehouse that stores all inbound, alarm, and outbound transactions for analysis - This data warehouse allows for the 
creation of analysis that leads to reduced alarm activity, enhanced customer education, and an overall improvement in the customer 
experience
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Q12

RELATIONS WITH AHJs - Explain how your monitoring center works with public safety to increase effectiveness,
reduce false alarms, and increase awareness of industry trends, technology, and contributions. (5%)

ADT enjoys strong partnerships with local and national first responder organizations. We firmly believe that the success of our 
business highly depends on police and fire departments having the right equipment, training, and staffing, to quickly respond to alarm 
activations at ADT customer homes and businesses. 

In 2021, in partnership with the National Volunteer Fire Council (NVFC) which represents two-thirds of all firefighters, ADT contributed 
$50,000 to five volunteer fire departments in four states. We also sponsored NVFC’s Lifetime Achievement Award which was 
presented at the organization’s annual convention.  ADT is happy to recognize these brave heroes who run into burning buildings while 
others flee and they don’t even get paid for it.

We estimate that a few hundred of our employees also serve their communities as volunteer firefighters. In 2021, we recognized a few 
of these employees, some who work at our monitoring centers, and plan to honor even more going forward. 

In 2021, ADT co-sponsored the International Firefighter Challenge which brought firefighters from all over the world to compete in the 
“Olympics” of firefighting. We were honored to award the Grand National Champion trophy to a South Florida Fire Department. 

These important relationships with responders create credibility when we work with local jurisdictions on enhancing protocols for 
quicker response times, reducing false alarms and spreading the word about the importance of staying safe. 

ADT also maintains close relationships with Public Safety organizations and maintains active memberships with NFPA, NENA, and 
APCO as well as sponsoring security industry associations such as TMA, PPVAR, SIA, and SIAC that coordinate with First 
Responders, government agencies, and various programs.  ADT team members are actively representing the security industry in the 
development of standards and policies within NENA and APCO.
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Q13

BUSINESS STRATEGY/CUSTOMER RELATIONS - How do you approach and manage communications with your
customers? Share how your center solicits voice of customer?  How do you keep them apprised of business
developments, advancements, and new products or services? (5%)

ADT’s dedicated monitoring agents are the lifeline of ADT. They are the heart and soul of our company working 24/7/365 handling 
millions of alarms each year. Professional monitoring is integrated into national TV advertising campaigns and is heavily used 
throughout marketing and sales materials. Photos and captions of monitoring center employees are prominently featured on ADT’s 
website and on ADT’s social media channels. Through the LifeSaver Award campaign, the company frequently recognizes the 
“Everyday Heroes of ADT” who help save customers from an emergency in the home and ensure their heroic acts are publicized 
through integrated marketing and PR campaigns.

Customer communication goes beyond traditional email to introduce our innovative product and service offerings. Our strategy is to 
develop content that is uniquely delivered based upon platform needs. Customers receive communication through an integrated 
marketing strategy that lives within email and is furthered by social channels such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and Twitter. 
 
ADT measures success by looking at every customer interaction and monitoring our real-time performance in speed-to-delivery. ADT 
also looks at outliers to determine how to continuously improve performance. Metrics and goals are cascaded and aligned from the 
individual agent to the site leadership. ADT measures agent productivity, speed-to-answer and customer-focused reviews. In 2019, 
ADT started working with Medallia to get real-time feedback and measure the company’s Net Promoter Score (NPS). Through short 
surveys, leadership can hear how a monitoring representative handled a situation, if a technician was successful in the field, and the 
result of any other type of employee-customer interaction. Through this program, leaders can see any immediate opportunities to help 
a customer and are trained to step in and ensure a timely experience for our customers.

Q14

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS - Identify relevant industry association memberships that you center
maintains.  How does your company participate in or contribute to these associations? (5%)

ESA, TMA, SIA, PPVAR, and SIAC are just some of the national industry associations that ADT maintains memberships with. Also, 
our employees regularly support and engage with these groups at the national and local levels. Nationally, ADT Chief Information 
Officer and Executive Vice President of Field Operations, Don Young is the former president of TMA. ADT VP of Customer Monitoring 
Technology Tom Nakatani is a board member of SIA and Immediate Past-President of PPVAR. Larry Folsom, Vice President of 
Monitoring Technology at ADT, is a board member of PPVAR. Holly Borgmann, VP of Government Relations, is a board member of 
SIAC, a member of several State associations, and sits on several government relations and regulatory committees. Locally, many 
ADT managers at our more than 300 branch locations are affiliated with state alarm associations and regularly attend meetings to keep 
abreast of industry trends.

ADT team members actively participate in various UL, NFPA, NENA, APCO, SIA, TMA and other SDO/regulatory agency committees 
representing the security industry in developing standards. Several ADT team members also hold high-level NICET certifications.

As part of TMA’s 2021 annual conference in October, ADT’s Bob Tucker, who is also a member of TMA’s Marketing Committee, took 
part in a session that encouraged TMA members to talk more about how professional monitoring helps save lives and protects 
property. In quarterly editions of the TMA’s Dispatch, Tucker writes a story about how professional monitoring saves lives.

One of the many positive examples of ADT interactions with industry associations is ADT’s relationship with the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA). Each time an ADT LifeSaver event is held, the LifeSaver team cites statistics from the NFPA to 
indicate how many people in each state have lost their lives in residential home fires. This information helps reinforce the importance 
of working smoke detectors and the value of professional monitoring to thousands of people.
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Q15

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For decades, ADT has focused on one thing: helping to protect what matters most to ADT customers through professional monitoring. 
It is an honor that customers trust ADT to be there at every juncture of their lives. “ADT Pride” is exhibited in every call, in every life 
ADT helps save, and through innovative product offerings. There are many security options available, but what makes ADT an industry
leader is the human connection and a commitment to providing high quality service. 

As a security provider to more than six million American homes and businesses, ADT believes it is highly qualified to be TMA’s 
Monitoring Center of the Year for 2022. If ADT is fortunate enough to be selected, the company would deploy its significant marketing 
and PR resources to proudly promote this major achievement. ADT believes it is imperative to continue communicating the value of 
professional monitoring, which is highlighted in our many Life Saver Videos that are shared via our social media outlets.

In 1874, ADT started as a telegraph delivery business (ADT stands for American District Telegraph) and 147 years later, ADT has 
evolved into a modern brand recognized by 96% of home security consumers, according to the Harris Poll. ADT yard signs stand in 
front of millions of homes across America and symbolize protection backed up by thousands of trained professionals at ADT 
monitoring centers who passionately believe in helping protect property and helping save lives. ADT would be honored and humbled to 
win TMA’s Monitoring Center of the Year Award and deeply appreciate the opportunity to share the company’s story. Thank you for 
your time and consideration.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AI1At96YnWk
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